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Improve corporate eﬃciency by
consolidating your fax infrastructure

To optimize business processes and reduce operating costs, multinational companies are always looking
for ways to consolidate IT systems. Faxination, a single virtualized solution for all fax communications is
easy and eﬃcient to manage and control. A centralized message archive ensures regulatory compliancy
and provides insight into communication volumes and flows.

Save IT & system
management costs

Benefit from a virtual
infrastructure
Faxination offers multiple Fax-over-IP (FoIP) solutions to

Significantly reduce IT, communication, management and

leverage existing Voice-over-IP (VoIP) infrastructures to

operational costs by deploying Faxination centrally, and

include fax. Instead of maintaining separate fax lines,

combine multiple servers into a more effective single

Faxination Fax-over-IP options allow for the utilization of the

virtualized fax infrastructure. By consolidating all

same equipment – including remote gateways – such as a

international fax traﬃc and connecting to business

Voice-over-IP system. Fax messages can also be routed over

applications, email, and multifunction print, scan and copy

specific numbers, prioritized, and scheduled outside of

devices (MFP), redundant fax hardware is eliminated.

business (peak) hours.

A centralized, consolidated system significantly reduces IT
management overhead and makes the system easy to
control, accommodate future scale up, and maintain while
maintaining local presence.

Full regulatory compliance
Gain valuable insights into all in- and outbound fax traﬃc for
all the oﬃces, applications and devices. Precise time
stamping the receipt of delivery, centralized logging and
reporting tools help to monitor when who or what
sent/received a fax message. This information is useful for

You should consider Fax-over-IP if you want to:
Save up to 80% of existing costs
Improve operational eﬃciency
Eliminate workflow interruptions
Improve business productivity
Fulfill regulatory compliance

compliancy and internal security audits. Digitizing
information makes it also easier to preserve, access, and
share
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Email

Application Integration

Native Microsoft Exchange integration requires no client

Faxination offers the flexibility to enhance any (custom)

software or other dependencies, simplifying the deployment

application with fax capabilities. The REST programming

and reducing operational costs. Faxination also supports

interface for developers makes it possible to integrate

cloud email systems like Microsoft Office 365 E-mail, Gmail,

Faxination with any custom application. Also available is a

or any other email environment that uses standard SMTP.

.NET web services programming interface for any web
services-enabled business application or customized web
services application.

Integrate with SAP
Faxination’s certified integration with SAP seamlessly
integrates fax into all versions of SAP. With Faxination, SAP
users are enabled to send and receive fax messages directly
from SAP. Moreover, faxes are incorporated into SAP
processes and workflows which is a huge efficiency gain.
Leverage existing print, copy and scan devices (MFP)
Faxination enables faxes to be sent and received directly via
existing multifunction print, copy and scan devices (MFP)
without the added expense of proprietary fax hardware and

Faxination
Platform

dedicated telephony. Use Faxination to capture paper files
from the MFP and route them to any email or business
application.

Store and share faxes in
SharePoint
Faxination facilitates the association of fax numbers with
SharePoint document libraries where inbound faxes can be
stored for archival purposes or trigger SharePoint workflow
rules. When combined with the Faxination OCR module,
inbound faxes are delivered to SharePoint in PDF/A format
with full text which can be automatically indexed and easily
searched.

About Fenestrae®
For more than 25 years, Fenestrae solutions improve
business agility and reduce operational costs of
organizations all over the world. We help our customers to
transform into a digital business with our solutions for the
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secure processing and exchange of valuable business
documents.
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